21st annual Arts Education Institute

July 13-17, 2020

You will select one online workshop per credit. If you are taking for three graduate &/or CEU credits, you will select three online workshops when you register.

*Workshops must have at least 10 participants or they may be canceled.*

[All Workshop Descriptions](#)

### Visual Arts

1. [Beginner & Intermediate Watercolor](#) with Peter Kilian
2. [Gouache Plein Air](#) with Jay Hopkins
3. [Abstract Painting- Kandinsky style!](#) With Jay Hopkins
4. [Intro to Graphic Design](#) with Alexis Doerr  canceled 6/24
5. [Mixed-Media Watercolor Techniques & Approaches](#) with Sara Christensen Blair
6. [How to Incorporate Modern Art History into your Classroom Projects or... How to try something a little different with your own Art Making!](#) with Dr. Greg Blair
7. [Impromptu Screen Printing](#) with Ann Taecker
8. [Pole Dancing with Dyes](#) with Ann Taecker  canceled 7/2
9. [Book Origami](#) with Joan Swim
10. [Portrait Drawing Techniques](#) with Joan Swim
11. [Choice based/ TAB teaching (Teaching for Artistic Behavior)](#) with Mandy DeWitt
12. [Mark Making with the Body- Movement Based Drawing](#) with Naomi Even-Aberle
13. [Introduction to Pronto Plates](#) with Gratia Brown  canceled 6/24

### Music

14. [Preparing Young Singers for Successful Auditions/Competition](#) with Dr. Marla Fogderud
15. [Choral Favorites - A Share Session and Rehearsal Techniques](#) with Dr. Wendy van Gent
16. [Elementary Music Methods Refresher](#) with Dr. Wendy van Gent

### Theatre

17. [Creative Explorations for Creating the World](#) with Sandra Kern Mollman  canceled 7/6
18. [One-Act Plays: Theatre Workshop](#) with Sandra Kern Mollman